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Madam,

Submission of Business Plan.

With reference of the above, we would like to inform that we had finally completed the Business Plan Working Papers based on our studies and research done following the specific guidelines procedures.

2. Our group had chosen this form of business, which is rental of equipment less in this particular business that offers services for future film and commercial producer.
TEAM WORK EQUIPMENT SDN. BHD.

3. Therefore, we sincerely hope that this working paper will be consider as fair as possible from the decision made by group and followed by, benefit given to each of us. Your good need and deep consideration, we would like to follow by a hundred of thank you.

Thank You.

Your Faithfully,

DZUL HIZZAM ZAINAL,

KU SITIAISHAH KU MOHAMAD,

MAIZATUL KAMISAH MOHAMMED,

NOOR SHAHIDA ABD.RAZAK

NORAZILA NANI,

ELIANIS ELIAS,

MD RAZIS ABD.RAZAK,

NOOR SHAHIDA ABD.RAZAK